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Abstract Railway switches and crossings constitute a

small fraction of linear track length but consume a large

proportion of the railway track system maintenance budget.

While switch and crossing (S&C) faults rarely prevent

trains from running, switches and crossings are the source

of many faults and need continual attention. On the rare

occasions when trains are prevented from running the cost

of the disruption is very high. Condition monitoring of the

point operating equipment that moves the switchblades has

been in use for many years but condition monitoring of the

state of the switch in terms of the support and mechanical

damage as trains pass over has only recently started to

become possible. To this end, it is important to understand

the correlation between S&C faults and sensor data that can

detect those faults. This paper assesses some of the data

collected from multiple sensors variously positioned on

and around a switch and crossing on the UK mainline for a

few days of normal train operation. Accelerometers, geo-

phones, and strain gauges were installed at the locations

where they were anticipated to be most useful. Forces at

the load transfer point on the crossing nose were estimated

from two separate strain gauge bridges and possible use of

acceleration on the crossing is discussed. Correlations

between different data are analysed and assessed and cor-

relation between peak estimated load transfer forces and

accelerations is presented. Based on the analysis, conclu-

sions are drawn about the different types of dynamic

information around S&Cs that can be obtained from a

variety of sensor types.

Keywords Railway � Accelerometer � Condition
monitoring � Impact force � Switch and crossing � Strain
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1 Introduction

Switches and crossings (S&Cs) provide the means by

which trains running on one railway track are able to

branch to another, providing essential operational free-

doms. Continuously welded track has largely eliminated

the need for joints in high-speed track but discontinuities

around switches and crossings remain. Although designed

with finely tuned 3D geometry to carry and guide wheelsets

without loss of wheel load-bearing capacity, a real switch

and crossing always introduces some irregularity. Repeated

concentrated forces lead to the accumulation of damage

and, subsequently, to the requirement for maintenance and

repair. The resulting damage tends to degrade crossing

geometry over time resulting in further increase in forces.

Safety is taken care of by regular inspections for damage

and checking that wear will not allow even a small risk of

derailment. Regular inspections also flag up necessary

repair work such as grinding, welding, or, ultimately,

replacement. S&Cs are more susceptible to damage than

plain track, so its maintenance takes up a significant pro-

portion of the maintenance budget available for the track

system as a whole.
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Faults such as cracks, severe wear, poor support, and

incorrect switchblade adjustment, amongst others [1, 2],

may grow such as to require a temporary speed limit or,

ultimately, costly S&C replacement. Hence predictive

maintenance using real-time condition monitoring has

become popular so that maintenance activity can be plan-

ned more effectively. Interruptions to train operation can

be reduced, and S&C service life increased when faults can

be detected at an early stage of their development and

promptly repaired. Consequently, system reliability can be

improved, and the overall maintenance and delay cost can

be decreased by good condition monitoring. Relatively

recently, research on condition monitoring of switches and

crossing components (other than the point operating

machine) has become a topic of research by academics and

railway practitioners. Examples of such research are

described in the sequel.

In [3] site measurements using a three-axis accelerom-

eter installed at the crossing nose with rail movement

measured outside the track using a digital imaging device

were compared with three different crossing conditions:

repaired, worn, and damaged. The ratios of the ‘mean’

[assumed root mean square (RMS)] value of vertical to

horizontal accelerations, the vertical acceleration distribu-

tion, and the wheel load transfer regions (indicated as the

fatigue area) from individual wheelsets showed good

potential for monitoring crossing condition. Rail displace-

ments also showed good potential for monitoring the

condition of the support at the crossing. However, the

condition indicators are significantly influenced by the train

speed and type, so choosing which data are considered and

which are rejected is important for this system. A similar

measurement method is described in [4] where a three-axis

accelerometer and a displacement sensor at the crossing

were similarly used. However, two inductive sensors were

installed before the crossing nose to measure the train

speed and detect individual wheelsets to select which train

data is to be put forward for further analysis.

Another condition monitoring approach for crossings

was proposed in [5] using accelerometers and quarter-

bridge strain gauges installed 50 mm below the running

surface of the crossing frog. Although multiple sensors

were installed, only data from one accelerometer and one

strain gauge, furthest from the tip of the nose, were pre-

sented. The results show good potential for combining

strain gauge and accelerometer observations for condition

monitoring of a crossing nose. A similar condition moni-

toring approach using both acceleration and strain results

was proposed in [6] and showed a strong relationship

between the two. Strain gauges were also used in [7] but

the strain gauges were installed on the underside of the

crossing nose. The bending strain of the crossing showed

potential for condition monitoring, but the results are

significantly influenced by train speed and loading and also

on the support stiffness, so it is difficult to set a threshold

for condition monitoring.

A methodology for monitoring track stiffness using

track vibration data independent of train speed and load has

shown excellent potential for condition monitoring from

site measurements [8]. However, the assumption of a

homogenous Winkler foundation limits the method to use

on plain track since at a S&C the support typically varies

widely from one bearer to the next. A low-complexity

behavioural model for predictive maintenance of railway

turnouts is proposed in [9, 10] and has shown good

potential for monitoring ballast degradation. The method is

based on rail receptance tests carried out at numerous

locations along a turnout. Changes in the receptance over

time can be used to monitor support degradation. However,

this is not continual condition monitoring.

It is usual to monitor track geometry from dedicated

track recording vehicles and becoming feasible to do so

from in-service vehicles. However, geometrical data col-

lected around S&C infrastructure is not generally used for

assessment of their condition. A review of railway track

geometry condition monitoring using in-service railway

vehicles can be found in [11]. A vehicle-based condition

monitoring system can monitor all the track that the vehicle

covers compared to a track-based condition monitoring

system (sensors installed on the track), but behaviour

around S&C is not always usable. Increased standard

deviation of track irregularity is often associated with areas

of ballast degradation but over 200 m section lengths [11],

not so useful for a switch or crossing. However, switches

and crossings frequently contribute strongly to increased

standard deviations are generally discarded as anomalous

data rather than being used to monitor S&C. Problems

obtaining repeatable sectioning for standard deviation

computations and the relatively short lengths of switches

and crossings potentially falling at the boundaries of sec-

tions makes the vehicle-based condition monitoring diffi-

cult [10]. Another vehicle-based track fault detection for

rail corrugation, isolated rail defects, and loss of track

vertical alignment was proposed in [12]. It was able to

detect isolated track defects such as squats and bad joints.

However, the results are affected by vehicle vibrations and

there are issues with positional accuracy. Furthermore, it is

important to classify the dynamic characteristics for dif-

ferent possible track situations such as rail joints or squats.

Application to switches and crossings is still some way off.

Condition monitoring using strain gauges has been

widely used for railway applications in both vehicle-based

[13, 14] and track-based systems [15–19]. Impact or

dynamic force is the most common output evaluated from

strain gauge data although strain is the more relevant factor

for material degradation. The monitoring thresholds need
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to be adjusted based on different track stiffness and traffic.

A neat strain gauge configuration for use on the rail was

proposed for measuring vertical and lateral impact forces

[18, 19], but this was designed for use on plain track and is

not directly applicable to S&Cs as these do not have a

uniform cross section. However, a modest change in the

strain-gauge bridge configuration has the potential for S&C

applications.

In summary, many approaches have been proposed

using various sensors and data characteristics for moni-

toring different S&C faults and a track rather than vehicle-

based monitoring system seems necessary. Accelerometers

tend to be the most popular sensor type because of the

relative ease of installation, their reliability and durability.

However, the relationship between acceleration at one

point and strain is very complicated at S&Cs, depending on

many poorly known and changing factors. On the other

hand, strain gauges are becoming another popular sensor as

the output is more directly relatable to strain and thus

causes of S&C failure. However, strain gauges are more

difficult to install and less robust than accelerometers.

Currently, strain gauges are generally used only on plain

track. Embedding strain gauges into the crossing at the

time of manufacture may be one way to provide more

robust strain gauging of a crossing as the strain gauges can

be inside the crossing where they are well protected.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the dynamic

characteristics of a railway S&C when a train passes to

assess the potential for a track-based condition monitoring

system. A large number of sensors were installed on a main

line switch and crossing to collect data from an S&C and to

try to see what can be observed. This paper discusses rail

accelerations, bearer displacement, bending strain and

forces and potential monitoring indices for some S&C

faults are then proposed.

2 Trial on the West Coast mainline

A rare opportunity to add sensors to a high-speed switch on

the UK rail network arose so a short data collection exer-

cise was carried out on a CEN56 113A shallow depth G

type switch and its crossing, shown in Fig. 1. The switch

radius is 1,650 m and the crossing angle is 1 in 28. The

bearer spacing is just under 700 mm and the track gauge is

1,435 mm. The line speed for the through route is 200 km/h

but that for the diverging route is only about half as

much.

A total of 45 channels of data collection was installed,

including at the switch:

• 10 vertically sensing geophones on bearers from the

switchblade toes onwards (numbered 1 to 10 on the

plan),

• 2 IEPE accelerometers on one stock rail of the switch (1

vertical, 1 horizontal, numbered 33 and 34);

and at the crossing:

• 10 vertically sensing geophones on bearers around the

crossing (numbered 11 to 20 on the plan),

• 8 IEPE accelerometers on the crossing (4 vertical, 4

horizontal), one set between the two shear strain gauges

(numbered 35 to 42 in the plan),

• 3 strain gauge bridges attached to the crossing near to

the expected point of impact (based on observation of

the wear on the crossing nose).

Figure 2 shows the sensor placements and channel

numbers for the measurements. The accelerometers and

geophones are single point measurement devices with

vertical or lateral sensing directions.

Three full-bridge strain gauge channels were installed in

the gap between two successive bearers, around 0.5 m

away from the crossing nose, indicated by the vertical

dotted line in Fig. 2. This is close to the expected wheel/

rail transfer point, which is also the location on the crossing

most prone to damage and ultimate failure [20–23]. Two

full-bridges with four two-element 0/90� strain gauges

were installed on the neutral axis and between two bearers

with the aim of measuring the pure shear strain at two cross

sections, A and B. One full-bridge (C) using four single

element strain gauges was installed at the lower edge of the

crossing at the mid-point between A and B for measuring

the pure bending strain. The distance between A and B is

220 mm with A closer to the crossing nose. The neat strain

gauge configuration described in [16] for measuring ver-

tical dynamic loading on the rail (on plain track) cannot be

Fig. 1 Trial measurement test site
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directly applied at the crossing as the cross section varies

between the two bridge locations. However, the arrange-

ment can be split into two separate bridges and re-com-

bined, with appropriate weighting for each bridge reflecting

the different cross sections, to obtain vertical dynamic

force measurement between the bridge locations. Note that

a) the wheel load transfer was assumed to happen between

A and B, which may not be true for all trains, and b) the

sensor locations A and B have to be between two bearers. If

the load transfer happens nearly over a bearer, the shear

measurement method does not work as the force from the

bearer supporting the rail is unknown.

All strain gauges, wiring pads, and the beginnings of the

wires going to the main cable were liberally coated with a

flexible rubber compound to provide waterproofing and

some degree of mechanical support, as shown in Fig. 3.

The opposite side is symmetric.

Table 1 shows some frequency-domain information for

each sensor type. The rail-mounted IEPE accelerometers

have a significantly higher range and bandwidth than the

other sensors. The geophones on the bearers have sufficient

bandwidth as the bearer frequencies of vibrations tend to be

limited to a few hundred Hertz. The strain gauge band-

width in the table is limited by the sampling rate, but as

strain is effectively a displacement, it is naturally smaller

for higher frequencies.

Twenty second bursts of data collection were triggered

by vibration sensed on certain extremal sensors as a train

approached. Three different passenger trains, Pendolino,

Voyager and Class 350, as well as some freight trains, ran

over this S&C during a short data collection campaign.

Data were collected from trains running on the through

route in the facing direction and on the diverging line in the

trailing direction, indicated in Fig. 2. No trains ran in the

trailing direction for the through route, nor in the facing

direction for the diverging route during the data collection

period because of the way in which this set of points is

Fig. 2 Sensor layout around the S&C

A-A’ B-B’

Fig. 3 Strain gauges (with rubberized coating) on crossing
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used. This affects the range of speeds seen as the line speed

in the facing direction is 200 km/h but in the trailing

direction it is 105 km/h.

In the next section, the displacement and acceleration

results are shown and contrasted for the switch and for the

crossing. The strain gauge results are left until Sect. 4.

3 Displacement and acceleration results

Vertical bearer displacements derived from geophones and

accelerations from IEPE accelerometers on the rail are

discussed in this section. The initial choice of sensors was

guided by the literature, but the data collected from the trial

site showed that some sensors needed more dynamic range.

Figure 4 shows the geophones close to the crossing. The

geophones near the switch are outside of the rails near the

ends of the bearers.

3.1 Displacement analysis using geophone data

Vertical displacement was estimated from geophone data

by the usual single integration with a zero-phase high-pass

filter to suppress low-frequency drift and error. Phase shift

around 1.0 Hz in the geophone internal circuitry signifi-

cantly distorts the displacement results for trains passing at

105 km/h or slower, so the phase shift of the geophone at

lower frequencies was corrected using a filter applied in the

time-reversed direction. The gain was left alone as the loss

of gain at 1 Hz is not important compared to the distortion

caused by the phase shift. The fastest, 200 km/h, trains

have a carriage passing frequency of around 2 Hz, whereas

105 km/h trains have a carriage passing frequency of

around 1 Hz. The lower cut-off frequency of the geophones

with the correction filters is around 0.5 Hz, allowing

through most of the displacement for trains moving as

slowly as 51 km/h. Some of the geophones at the switch

and crossing saturated for the highest speed trains.

Figure 5 compares the displacement results from geo-

phones located towards each end of the bearers in the

region of the switch toe for a 100 km/h train. Each row

contains the displacements from one bearer.

The peak-to-peak vertical displacements are 2 to 8 mm.

Displacements on the point operating equipment (POE)

side (sensors 1–5) were smaller, perhaps because the POE

is packed to keep the switch movement operating well.

Significantly higher displacements were found on the end

of the bearers away from the POE (sensors 6–10). The

displacements identified from data from sensors 1 and 2 are

around 10 times smaller than that found on the other side.

Note that sensors 1 and 2 are placed outside of the POE (to

avoid possible interference with the POE mechanical rods)

so are further apart than other geophone pairs. The dis-

placement from sensor 3, at one end of a particular bearer,

is around 4 times smaller than the result from sensor 8, at

the other end of the same bearer. It is also notable that there

is a considerable variation in the vertical displacement of

neighbouring bearers over the 5 instrumented switch

bearers. The movement on the side away from the POE

peaks at bearer 2 and is assumed to have been significant

on the bearers immediately ahead of the switch toe. It

becomes relatively small again by the end of the instru-

mented bearers. The POE side vertical motion is tiny at

bearers 1 and 2, where the POE is located, and largest at

bearer 4. By bearer 5, the POE and opposite side are

moving more or less together in the vertical direction. The

differences seen between the two sides are potentially

important as it imposes a geometrical twist into the loaded

Table 1 Sensor bandwidths

Sensor Sampling rate (kHz) Sensor range Frequency response (Hz)

Geophone 16 ± 0.4 ms-1 1–300

IEPE accelerometer 50 ± 6,000 ms-2 1–20,000

Strain gauge bridge 16 ± 5% 8,000

Fig. 4 Crossing nose and geophone channel numbers
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track. Monitoring with a single sensor on one end or at the

middle of a bearer is not sufficient, at least in this example.

On the test site, the movement observable from the

accessible cess area the tracks would show the POE side

which is not moving much, whereas the unseen opposite

side is moving considerably.

In contrast, the displacement results from each side of

the crossing are found to be similar on each bearer for each

train, as shown in Fig. 6 (note the smaller vertical scale

compared to the switch results). Although the sensors are

located either side of the crossing with about one third of

the separation of the pairs of sensors on the switch bearers,

the similarity in motion indicates that the bearers are not

rotating in the same way as many of the switch bearers.

This may be partly because these bearers are long bearers,

extending underneath two tracks. The track stiffness at a

crossing is typically higher than at a switch [24]. The

vertical motion at the crossing bearers is from 1.5 to 3 mm.

Fig. 5 Geophone-derived displacement at the switch at 100 km/h: 1–5 on POE side; 6–10 opposite POE side (trailing diverging route)

Fig. 6 Geophone-derived displacements at crossing at 100 km/h: 11–15 on one side; 16–20 on the other side (trailing diverging route)
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For trains travelling at the line speed of 200 km/h, 80%

of the geophones at the switch and the geophones on the

three middle bearers at the crossing reached their saturation

limits, between 0.3 and 0.4 ms-1. This made the dis-

placement reconstruction unusable. The geophone output

signal recovery following saturation events is slow because

of the response of the 1 Hz compensation circuitry inte-

grated into the geophone. Therefore, the geophones used

were unable to return displacement information for line

speed trains travelling in the through direction.

The general approach to condition monitoring based on

vertical bearer displacement is to look at the peak-to-peak

movement. Large movements are considered to be bad,

suggesting voiding. The experimental results at the trial

switch and crossing show that vertical motion across the

length of a bearer is not necessarily uniform, so placing one

sensor on a bearer may not be sufficient. The results also

show that the vertical motion of the bearers can vary sig-

nificantly from one bearer to the next, so measuring the

displacement of one ‘key’ bearer may not be enough.

3.2 Accelerometers mounted directly onto the rails

or crossing

IEPE accelerometer bases were glued to the rails, or to the

cast crossing, to sense vertical or lateral motion. The sen-

sors need a high bandwidth to capture the accelerations on

the rails with the 20 kHz bandwidth arguably not enough to

capture all acceleration. The bandwidth extends down to

about 1 Hz so constant gravity is not sensed. The accel-

erations were found to be within the sensor range

of ± 6,000 ms-2 almost all the time.

Rail and wheel roughness and discontinuities such as

joints contribute to this acceleration. The largest accelera-

tions are expected to come from either from damaged

wheelsets or from impacts at the crossing as the load

transfers from the wing rails to the crossing nose, or vice

versa, or if a wheel hits the crossing nose. Accelerations in

the hundreds of Hertz and above arising at one location

rapidly travel along the metal to be picked up, somewhat

reduced in amplitude, by neighbouring sensors. Thus, as

the frequency increases the accelerometer becomes less

able to localize the source of the acceleration. This can be a

benefit as an impulsive acceleration in one place can be

picked up at another location, or a problem when wheels

passing over a joint generate impulsive acceleration that

travels to other sensors causing confusing readings. There

are also implications for trying to use acceleration infor-

mation to estimate forces on parts of the structure as the

simple formula ‘force equals mass times acceleration’

doesn’t hold. Instead, the relationship between force and

acceleration is one of accelerance or similar frequency-

dependent relationships [25]. Multiple wheels near the

crossing at the same time generate a complex acceleration

at each and every location.

Vertically sensing accelerometers 40 and 42 are

expected to be most representative of the crossing condi-

tion being located around 0.5 m after the crossing nose

(Fig. 2), close to where the load transfer occurs. Sensors 36

and 38 are positioned about 1 m ahead of the crossing nose

to investigate the possibility of capturing dynamic beha-

viour a little way distant from the crucial location. Fur-

thermore, accelerations in the vertical and horizontal

directions are compared to investigate the potential of rail

accelerations for monitoring the crossing condition.

3.2.1 High accelerations in the vertical direction

at the crossing

The vertically sensing IEPE accelerometers on the crossing

are glued underneath each side of the crossing, one pair

near the expected load transfer point 0.5 m beyond the

crossing nose and one pair about 1 m before the crossing

nose.

Figure 7 shows the accelerations on the crossing from

sensors 36 and 38 when a 100 km/h train passes. The raw

acceleration is on the top with versions low pass filtered at

5 kHz, 1 kHz and 200 Hz shown below. Sensor 36 is on

the left, sensor 38 on the right. Figure 8 shows the same but

from sensors 40 and 42. The part of the train shown is most

clear in the bottom right-hand side of Fig. 8 showing the

leading bogie with two wheelsets followed by two bogies

close together, the end of the leading vehicle and the front

of the second vehicle, followed by the trailing bogie of the

second vehicle.

There is a considerable build-up of acceleration in the

unfiltered (and hence higher frequency content) in sensors

36 and 38 with a couple of large accelerations well before

the leading wheelset arrives at the sensor. The unfiltered

acceleration at sensor 38 shows a large value around 9, 7.6

and 7.8 s. These are found also in sensor 40. They are

visible but significantly smaller in 36 and 42. Whatever

these peak accelerations represent, they do not seem to

correspond to wheelsets and are well above 10 kHz oscil-

lations. Once filtered below 5 kHz these high accelerations

disappear. This means that the frequency range is important

to the peak-to-peak acceleration seen. At higher speeds, the

wheelsets are more clearly differentiated from other

effects.

The cause of this is unknown. It is tempting to suggest

wheel damage, or a joint in the crossing, but these possi-

bilities do not fit with data from other trains. The high-

frequency results from sensors 38 and 40 are similar with

sensor 40 having slightly smaller acceleration. Although 36

and 38 are very close together, 36 does not see the high-

frequency spikes seen in 36. The reason for this is not
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known. Similarly, sensors 40 and 42 are close together but

sensor 40 senses the higher frequency content with a large

amplitude while the lower frequency content is sensed by

sensor 42. It is possible for sensor 42 to see more move-

ment than sensor 40 at 200 Hz and below if the crossing

itself does not just move vertically but also has a rotational

motion. Sensors 40 and 42 are laterally separated by about

350 mm. A small rotational adjustment when the load

transfers from the crossing nose to the wing rail or the other

way around could explain the observed behaviour.

The acceleration tends to reach larger values as the

bandwidth increases. The localization of the acceleration to
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#36 #38
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Fig. 7 Vertical acceleration with various low-pass filters, sensors 36 and 38, at 100 km/h (trailing diverging route)
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Fig. 8 Vertical acceleration with various low pass filters, sensors 40 and 42, at 100 km/h (trailing diverging route)
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the wheelsets is best at the lower frequencies. The higher

frequencies travel best along the rails. The RMS acceler-

ation gives a result that depends on the chosen bandwidth

and on the sensor location.

Figures 9 and 10 show vertical acceleration at sensors

36, 38, 40 and 42 for a train travelling over the crossing at

177 km/h.

The accelerations are much larger at 177 km/h than at

105 km/h. There is a sudden offset around 11.95 s in

sensor 40. This may be simply caused by a loose connec-

tion to the IEPE sensor causing a momentary disconnection

that results in a loss of dc power or might be evidence of

rectification error. The acceleration in the two sides is

similar but not the same.

The results from sensors 36, 38, 40 and 42 are shown for

a 200 km/h train in Figs. 11 and 12. The results are con-

fusing. A strong acceleration at sensor 38 at 11.7 s in the

original signal corresponds to the second wheelset on the

leading bogie. It is randomly valued for different frequency

ranges and positions. There is a new acceleration between

two bogies, particularly in sensor 40, as if there is an extra

wheelset. This must come from somewhere, but where is

not known. It could potentially arise from a wheel defect,

but this is not known. Sensor 40 has a problem with offset

as seen in the bottom left of Fig. 12. This sensor is believed

to have a loose connection.

The vertical accelerations seen on the metalwork of the

crossing have been compared. The accelerations on each

side of the crossing are ostensibly similar but the acceler-

ations near the transition point are generally larger, but not

for the higher frequency content. The two sides near the

load transition point show possible rotation of the crossing

on load transfer. The acceleration range is highly depen-

dent on frequency, as well as on sensor position, train type,

and train speed. A sudden high acceleration could be from

some distance from the sensor in which case the peak level

of acceleration at a sensor does not capture the acceleration

at the original source. The RMS and peak-to-peak accel-

eration are highly dependent on the chosen bandwidth.

Acceleration depends on the local support details including

rail pads, the sleepers, ballast and the ground condition. It

is not, in the view of the authors, a good quantity to

measure for condition monitoring. This does not preclude

the use of displacement derived from acceleration.

In summary, a large measuring range, around ±5,000 m/s2

is required to capture the high impacts through the rail

accelerations. To identify a faulty train, a frequency range

of 20 kHz is needed. Unwanted impacts such as wheels

passing over joints or a damaged wheel profile can be

eliminated using a low-pass filter. The acceleration results

at 1 m away are not representative to the result at the

crucial location. Eventually, the maximum acceleration

becomes the same when 1,000 Hz low-pass filter is applied

for different datasets with the same train speed. This may

be used for monitoring the crossing condition; however, the

use of low-pass filter may lose the important high-
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Fig. 9 Vertical acceleration with various low-pass filters, sensors 36 and 38, at 177 km/h (facing through route)
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frequency information and may then no longer be able to

detect crossing damage and degradation. Furthermore, the

rail acceleration is influenced significantly by the train

speed and train type.

Although, reasonably, a higher acceleration is inter-

preted as worse, the link between acceleration and force

and potential damage is too complicated to allow condition

monitoring with one accelerometer.
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Fig. 10 Vertical acceleration with various low-pass filters, sensors 40 and 42, at 177 km/h (facing through route)
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Fig. 11 Vertical acceleration with various low-pass filters, sensors 36 and 38, at 200 km/h (facing through route)
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3.2.2 Vertical and horizontal accelerations at the crossing

The possibility of detecting a worn crossing by comparing

the vertical accelerations and the horizontal accelerations

on the metalwork is described in [3]. Higher accelerations

occur because of unwanted wheel flange contact at the

crossing nose. A similar methodology was applied for the

present trial data but instead of using the ‘mean value’ (the

meaning of which is not clear), RMS values are used.

Similar results are included for the switch data as unex-

pected horizontal impacts occur here when the switchblade

is worn, or the switchblade position is incorrect. The RMS

accelerations are computed over a window of data where

the acceleration is between 10% and 100% of the peak

acceleration.

Figure 13 shows the ratio of RMS horizontal and ver-

tical accelerations from four different train types, Pen-

dolino, Freight, Voyager, and Class 350, with different

train speeds at the S&C. Ratios above one would be indi-

cated as a defect [3]. Most of the cases are below one at the

switch. On the other hand, a number of cases are above one

at the crossing. This may imply the crossing condition is

worse than that of the switch. However, the results from the

crossing are unlike the results from the switch, which is

more dependent on train speed. Consequently, the con-

clusion on condition based on this ratio may not be reliable.

The results are influenced significantly by train speed

and type. Furthermore, results from the same train type and

same speed within the same day show significant variation.

This is due to different train conditions such as different
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Fig. 12 Vertical acceleration with various low-pass filters, sensors 40 and 42, at 200 km/h (facing through route)
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Fig. 13 Ratio of RMS horizontal to RMS vertical acceleration at a the switch and b the crossing for different train types and speeds
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wheel profiles. A faulty train (e.g. wheel flat) will give

higher impacts at S&C. The results are found to be influ-

enced not only by the running speed and train type but also

by the running direction. Higher ‘factors’ are obtained from

the same speed and same train type, a Pendolino, but

running in opposite directions over the switch. Unfortu-

nately, the direction of the train is correlated with the

through or diverging route for the collected data, as this is

how the switch is used, so nothing can be said about

whether it is the facing or trailing direction of travel that

makes a difference, or the through and diverging routes.

High impacts may indicate S&C degradation, but it can

also be caused by damaged wheelsets. Therefore, as men-

tioned in [3], it is important to take into account where the

train wheelsets are located.

4 Strain gauge results

4.1 Strain results

Three full-bridge strain gauge channels were installed for

measuring the pure shear strain at either end of a 220 mm

long section of crossing between two bearers, and the

bending strain at the midpoint. The bridge configurations

compensate for temperature variations and are nominally

insensitive to loading in directions other than vertical. The

bridge configuration also improves the signal-to-noise ratio

[5, 7]. The raw bending and shear strain data for trains

travelling at 100 and 193 km/h are shown in Fig. 14.

The shear strains are only reaching 5–10 microstrain

(le) which is approaching the lower limit of strain mea-

surement. Some background noise of around 1le is visible
on the signals. The shear strain goes negative (positive) as

the first wheelset approaches in the reverse (normal)

direction, then reverses sign as each wheelset crosses over

the sensor. On the slower train (left) there is an impulsive

disturbance around 13.3 s that also appears in the bending

strain.

The bending strain is largely in one direction as the train

wheels pass over the crossing with a small amount of

reverse direction bending as the leading wheelset of a bogie

(or of two closely spaced bogies) approaches. The bending

strain is nearly three times higher for the higher speed train

and about 10 times larger than the shear strain. Individual

wheelsets are easily identifiable, much more so than from

accelerometer data. This is because strain is more like

displacement than acceleration in that the amplitude tends

to decrease with increasing frequency.

4.2 Forces calculation (from shear strain difference)

The forces are estimated from two separate shear strain

full-bridge channels by

F ¼ 2acA � 2bcB; ð1Þ

where cA and cB are the pure shear strain at A–A0 and B–B0

cross sections, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3; constants a
and b depend on the material properties and the cross-

sectional geometry:

a ¼ IAtAG

QA

; ð2Þ

b ¼ IBtBG

QB

; ð3Þ

where IA and IB are, respectively, the moments of inertia at

cross sections A–A0 and B–B0 computed about the neutral

axis, G is the shear modulus of the crossing material, tA and

tB are the width of the member cross-sectional area at the

sensor locations, and QA and QB are the first moments of
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Fig. 14 Strain results from passenger train with different speeds: a 100 km/h (trailing diverging route); b 193 km/h (facing through route)
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area at cross sections A–A0 and B–B0, respectively, with
consideration of the area above the neutral axis.

4.3 Frequency analysis

To identify the required frequency range for bending strain

and the forces, one-third octave band spectrum for three

train datasets is shown in Fig. 15.

One-third octave spectra from the same train types but

with different speeds and different train conditions are

compared in Fig. 15. Figure 15a shows the results from the

bending strain. The energy from lower speed is mostly

below 20 Hz but from a high-speed train is mostly below

300 Hz. Figure 15b shows the spectrum for the force.

Significant energy found above 2 kHz was traced to

interference from the traction return current of electrically

powered trains. In general, the peak forces from the higher

speed trains are higher than those from lower speed ones.

The peak force is dominated by the higher frequency for

higher speed trains and a lower frequency for lower speed

trains. Ignoring the electrical interference, the force dis-

tribution from lower- and high-speed trains is below 2 kHz.

The energy is mainly located at lower frequencies for the

lower speed trains.

A similar pattern is found comparing the results from

trains with and without wheelset problems, as shown in

Fig. 15b. High forces can be found from 10 to 300 Hz and

500–2,000 Hz, which represents frequency range for the P2

force (low-frequency impact forces) and P1 force (transient

high-frequency impact forces), for results from higher

speeds, as shown in Fig. 15b. The first impact peak, P1,

occurs when the wheel transfers from the wing rail to the

crossing, a major contributor to the crossing surface

degradation, and the second peak, P2, occurs following the

first peak, the dominant cause of foundation degradation

[26].

The bending strain amplitude from the normal and faulty

train is similar but higher forces can be found from the

faulty train at higher frequencies. Furthermore, the same

peak can be found in the bending strain spectrum at lower

frequencies, but no peaks can be found in the higher fre-

quencies, as shown in Fig. 15a. In summary, to capture the

bending strain and forces appropriately, 300 Hz and

2,000 Hz bandwidths are required, respectively. Further-

more, bending stain only captures low-frequency infor-

mation such as P2 forces but cannot capture the high-

frequency content such as P1.

4.4 Measured forces

Including frequencies up to 2,000 Hz is suggested for the

force results at the crossing to capture P1 and P2 forces.

The measured force should correlate with crossing damage

such as cracks, rolling contact fatigue (RCF) and plastic

deformation. A wheel load detector for measuring the

wheel loads of passing trains has been commercially

available and used in the UK to detect damaging trains and

to get these trains removed from the track as soon as

possible. However, consideration of dynamic loading is

usually neglected and the actual impact force, which is one

of the most crucial factors for material degradation, cannot

be captured. Therefore, it is very important to try to mea-

sure dynamic forces, a conclusion reached in other works

[26, 27]. The results from train speeds 53, 105 and 193 km/h

in the trailing and facing directions are discussed first, and

the average results from all trains are shown in the end to

show the importance of consideration of the dynamic

effect.

(µ
)

(a) (b)

Fig. 15 One-third octave band energy spectrum of a bending strain and b the forces
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4.4.1 Results from the trailing direction

Figure 16 shows the shear strain results at the A–A0 and B–

B0 cross sections for four axles from a 53 km/h train

travelling in the trailing direction. The force within the

measuring region between A and B based on known cross

section and material data and shear difference is shown in

the second graph. The full-bandwidth vertical acceleration

on one side of the crossing between A and B is shown in

the third graph. The difference between left and right

crossing vertical acceleration, which tends to have high

potential for detecting the load transfer location, is shown

at the bottom, low pass filtered to 500 Hz.

Shear strain results from the A–A0 cross section are

similar to those from cross section B–B0 but with a tem-

poral shift equal to the time taken for a wheelset to travel

from A to B, at least for the first two wheelsets indicated at

‘1’ and ‘2’.

Based on the vertical acceleration and the difference

between left and right accelerations, the load transfers for

the second pair of wheelsets occur at positions marked ‘7’

and ‘8’, around 440 mm after the wheelset passes over

A–B. A similarly positioned load transfer for the leading

wheelsets is indicated by ‘5’ and ‘6’. Considering the

results are from the trailing direction, the loads transfer

from the crossing nose to the wing rail. As shown in

Fig. 16, the first wheelsets tend to transfer the load after the

measure section, and the second wheelsets tend to transfer

the load to the wing rail before the measured sec-

tion. Therefore, forces cannot be measured for the second

wheelsets because the load is applied at the wing rail

instead of the crossing nose where the strain gauge is

installed.

Figure 17 shows similar data for a 105 km/h train

moving over the crossing in the trailing direction. In this

case, the shear strains are similar to those from the 53 km/h

freight train and only one oscillatory force appears with a

reasonable value. Again, the load transfer, as indicated by

‘5’–‘8’ in the crossing rotation disturbance at the bottom of

the figure, happens outside of the load measuring region.

This time, the load transfer occurs about 200 mm closer to

the crossing nose than the instrumented section. The

acceleration signal is notable for being significantly more

variable than from the freight train with an odd excitation

marked as ‘9’ in the figure. The wheelsets of the train may

be somewhat rough and potentially there is a wheel flat at

the peak acceleration. Acceleration does not show much at

the time of load transfer but the rotation signal low pass

filtered at 500 Hz shows the load transfer well and with

some consistency.
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Fig. 16 Trailing 53 km/h train
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Fig. 17 Trailing 105 km/h train
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Fig. 18 Facing 105 km/h train
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4.4.2 Results from the facing direction

Figure 18 shows the acceleration and shear strain data for

two wheelsets on a 105 km/h train travelling in the facing

direction. The shear strains are the opposite way up

because of the direction of train travel. The marks ‘1’ and

‘2’ show where two wheelsets on one bogie pass over the

instrumented section. The load transfer location can be

observed from the forces (marks ‘3’ and ‘4’), vertical

accelerations (marks ‘5’ and ‘6’), and the difference

between left and right vertical acceleration (marks ‘7’ and

‘8’). For the force results, a higher peak (P1 force) occurs

first when the load transfer happens and a second peak (P2

force), which is lower and wider than the first peak, occurs

following the first peak.

Figure 19 shows the acceleration and shear strain data

for two wheelsets on a 193 km/h train travelling in the

facing direction. Similar strain results (1 and 2) are

obtained compared to the lower speed results, but an extra

upward peak appears in the shear strains, marked with ‘3’

around 13.8 s between the two wheelsets. This may be due

to the torsion effect. However, this effect cancels after

subtracting the two results for calculating the forces. The

force shows some general positive change but mainly

oscillation. The peak values appear to be reasonable for the

vehicle type, but it is evidently affected by vibration in the

measuring section that makes the interpretation as load

suspect. The difference between left and right vertical

acceleration (5 and 6) shows some evidence of load

transfer. Based on additional wheelsets and the results from

other similar speed trains, the load transfer is sometimes

clear but often messy around 193 km/h. The accelerations

show some spikes that could correspond to load transfer

positions but there is also an additional acceleration burst

marked with ‘4’.

4.4.3 Average results from all trains

Figure 20 shows the average of the maximum forces from

each train after low-pass filtering with cut-off frequencies

of 100 Hz, 1 and 2 kHz. The UK wheel load limit for plain

track [28] is also indicated with imposed speed limits.

Based on UK standards, a speed restriction needs to be

applied when the measured force is within the warning

range. As shown, without consideration of dynamic effects,

the forces are underestimated and only results with 100 Hz

low-pass filter are within the allowable region. Much

higher dynamic forces are obtained at the crossing com-

pared to the results measured at the plain track where the

wheel load is typically measured. These measurements are

generally measured with bending strain rather than shear

strain and naturally show lower frequency behaviour, as

seen in the third-octave results above.

This may be the reason why crossing service life is often

shorter than the design service life—it suffers significantly

higher impact forces than the forces measured on plain

track and the dynamic effect is usually ignored. Further-

more, the crossing degrades significantly faster after a fault

develops. For example, a degraded crossing with 24 mrad

crossing dip angle causes around three times larger impact

forces than a crossing with zero dip angle [29]. Therefore,

consideration of dynamic forces is very important and the

bandwidth over which the force is measured is critical.

4.5 Comparison of peaks in dynamic force

and vertical rail acceleration

Attaching an accelerometer to the rail or crossing is a more

attractive proposition than using strain gauges. However,

unlike force, which can correlate with crossing degrada-

tion, it is difficult to use acceleration as an indicator of

S&C degradation. Peak rail vertical accelerations and
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Fig. 19 Facing 193 km/h train
Fig. 20 Crossing forces with various low-pass filters
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impact forces at the crossing load transfer point are com-

pared and assessed. Results from four trains are discussed,

shown in Figs. 21–24. Based on the conclusions from

Sect. 4.2, a 2 kHz low-pass filter is applied to accelera-

tions. On the other hand, although 2 kHz has shown

capability for capturing dynamic characteristics for the

impact forces, at least 10 kHz is required for the rail

accelerations to identify a faulty train [22]. Therefore, low-

pass filters with upper cut-off frequencies of 2 kHz and

10 kHz are both used for rail accelerations to see which has

the higher correlation with estimated dynamic force.

Figure 21 shows the results from a 100 km/h passenger

train. The force exceeds 200 kN about 8 times. The most

severe peak forces are associated with a small subset of all

the wheelsets. There appears to be no reason for the spread

of dynamic load results across different wheelsets other

than the stochastic nature seen previously in the forces

from different wheelsets. Meanwhile, only one strong peak

is seen in the rail vertical accelerations even with a 10 kHz

low-pass filter and it happens outside of the sensor location.

After filtering at 2 kHz, the acceleration does not show any

particularly strong peaks. The correlation between the force

and acceleration is poor. This agrees with the previous

comparisons over a few wheelsets.

Figure 22 shows the results from a passenger train

travelling at 193 km/h. In this example, the force peaks of

some magnitude are found for every wheelset, accompa-

nied by strong acceleration peaks. Larger dynamic forces

align with higher accelerations and the same trend is found

for results after 2 and 10 kHz low-pass filtering. Unlike the

results from the lower-speed train, where only positive

impact forces are seen, negative impact forces are seen

with almost the same magnitude as the positive impact

forces. This suggests that the dynamic force is associated

with vibration in the structure of the crossing rather than

simply dynamic load from the wheelset above.

Figure 23 shows the results from the same train type as

in Fig. 22 and the same train speed but perhaps with more

worn wheelsets. Higher accelerations are obtained com-

pared to the results from a normal passenger train and some

strong peaks can be found in the accelerations due to

defective wheelset(s). However, although clear peaks can

still be found for both data, the acceleration results no

longer follow the impact force trend. Some high-impact

forces do not have corresponding high accelerations. The

rail accelerations are interspersed with a number of unex-

pected impacts probably linked to the defectiveFig. 21 Comparison of rail vertical accelerations and impact forces

for 100 km/h passenger train (trailing diverging route)

Fig. 22 Comparison of rail vertical accelerations and impact forces

for normal passenger train with higher speed (V = 193 km/h) (facing

through route)

Fig. 23 Comparison of rail vertical accelerations and impact forces

for faulty passenger train with higher speed (V = 193 km/h) (facing

through route)
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wheelset(s) and make it difficult to obtain useful conclu-

sions for monitoring the crossing. Although a low-pass

filter can remove these impacts, the remaining data loses

potentially important impacts and so is not able to capture

the most significant dynamic forces.

Figure 24 shows the results for a freight train travelling

at 55 km/h. Similar phenomena are found compared to the

lower speed passenger train, as shown in Fig. 21. However,

although the maximum accelerations for both cases are

similar, around 200 m/s2, the force results are significantly

different. The forces for the lower speed passenger train are

around 200 kN but the results from the freight train exceed

400 kN. Therefore, correlation between rail accelerations

and the forces seems to be poor—the load may indicate

more damage from the freight train than a similar-speed

passenger train, whereas the acceleration does not distin-

guish between them.

4.6 Proposed condition monitoring for crossing

degradation

A possible index for monitoring crossing degradation can

be obtained by considering the shake-down map [30] with

normalized vertical forces determined from the estimated

the forces and the adhesion utilization, as shown in Fig. 25.

RCF cracks start to initiate when the value is within the

‘ratchetting’ area. Therefore, the proposed index can be

directly correlated to low-cycle fatigue failure.

Figure 25 shows how the estimated load data are map-

ped onto a shakedown diagram. Note that only the load

applies between the instrumented section, which can hap-

pen when the load transfers from wing rail to crossing for

the facing direction or when the load before transferring to

the wing rail in the trailing direction, is considered. The

vertical axis shows the normalized forces that are obtained

from the estimated forces and the geometry of the wheel

and the crossing nose at the measured location. The hori-

zontal axis shows the adhesion utilization, the magnitude of

the sum of tangential forces relative to the normal force. It

is bound by the friction coefficient. The measured data are

mapped considering a friction coefficient of 0.3 (typical for

dry rails) and assuming that the slip ratio is randomly

distributed between 70% and 100%. This assumption is

motivated considering the fact that, in the crossing region,

high tangential forces are needed to guide the wheelset

through, thus high slip ratios are expected.

As shown in Fig. 25, most working points for the

instrumented crossing falls within the ratcheting area of the

shakedown map indicating a high risk of fatigue failure. In

fact, defect on the crossing was found from a site inspec-

tion, as shown in Fig. 26. A 3D scan was carried out and

the crossing dip angle was found to be around 24 mrad,

which is considered to be a poor condition and causes three

times higher impact forces compared to the nominal

crossing geometry [29].

Fig. 24 Comparison of rail vertical accelerations and impact forces

for freight train (V = 55 km/h) (trailing diverging route) Fig. 25 Potential condition monitoring approach for crossing

degradation

Fig. 26 Site inspection for the crossing
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The proposed condition monitoring approach uses the

estimated forces, which are ideally the actual forces

applied to the crossing, to predict the crack initiation.

There is no need to identifying the train because the

approach takes into account a variety of impact forces

induced by different train speeds and different train types

with different wheel conditions. The index can directly

correlate to crossing crack initiation and can apply to all

crossings irrespective of angle with the known material

properties and cross section parameter [see Eqs. (1–3)].

Indication of crack initiation can be identified and used for

predictive maintenance. Furthermore, the crossing condi-

tion can be identified directly with the same warning

baseline (threshold) for different support conditions.

Unfortunately, the load measured from the shear strain

gauge arrangement is limited to load applied between the

measurement positions, is a small value, is subject to errors

in gauge position and cannot be applied too close to

bearers. This makes the method practically difficult.

5 Data correlation analysis

Figure 27 shows the correlations between peak force (after

2,000 Hz low-pass filtering), train speed, maximum verti-

cal acceleration on the rail, and maximum acceleration on

the bearer (derived from the geophone data), at the same

location.

The bearer vertical maximum accelerations are highly

correlated with train speed. Vertical crossing acceleration

falls into two regions, one where the acceleration increases

modestly with train speed followed by a wide range of

acceleration with larger values for the highest train speeds.

This leads to a low correlation at 0.33. A low correlation

factor of 0.2 is obtained between rail acceleration and the

force. This may be partly because of extra impulsive loads

detected from near the crossing, or simply because the

correlation is genuinely low. A correlation factor 0.6 is

obtained between bearer acceleration and impact forces,

which is still rather low. Furthermore, correlation between

rail and bearer acceleration is low, at 0.33, and this is

expected as the accelerometer on the bearer misses high-

frequency content seen in the crossing. Therefore, the

accelerations on the bearer are not able to capture the high

impact on the crossing and consequently it is not suit-

able for monitoring the crossing degradation, at least in

terms of the forces.

Figure 28 shows the correlation between bending stress,

the force and bearer displacement. High correlation is

found between bearer displacement and bending stress.

Therefore, there might be potential for using bending strain

for monitoring track support condition, but the relationship

between the observed bending and the forces depends on

the uncertain track support, whereas the shear strain

method is directly related to force although the support still

affects the force. On the other hand, lower correlation is

obtained between both impact forces and bending stress
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Fig. 27 Correlations between train speed, vertical rail (crossing) acceleration, bearer acceleration and impact forces
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and impact force and bearer displacement. Results for

bending stress (below 300 Hz) and bearer displacement

(also below 300 Hz) both belong to relatively low-fre-

quency content compared to impact forces in a higher

frequency range, so cannot be used for monitoring degra-

dation due to high dynamic loading.

6 Conclusion

Measurement data collected from accelerometers and

geophones mounted variously on the rail, crossing and

bearers at various locations around a switch and crossing

on the UK rail network have been analysed and discussed

with regard to potential application to condition monitoring

of railway switches and crossings, in particular associated

with degradation of the crossing by high dynamic loads.

Data collected at the same time from strain gauge bridges

near the load transfer point of the crossing have been dis-

cussed and comparisons made between the use of

accelerometers and strain gauges. An attempt has been

made to estimate dynamic forces at the transition from

wing rail to crossing nose, and vice versa.

Some conclusions in terms of data acquisition:

• At least 10 kHz bandwidth and 5,000 ms-2 measure-

ment range is required for rail accelerations. 20 kHz is

required for high-speed trains if the impacts from wheel

irregularity are to be identified.

• A 2 kHz bandwidth is required for measuring pure

shear strain at the crossing to capture P1 and P2 forces.

On the other hand, 300 Hz is enough for measuring

bending strain at the crossing. Unlike accelerometers

that require wide ranges to avoid saturation, strain

gauges already naturally have the required range but are

more fragile than accelerometers.

In terms of sensor locations:

• Bearer results from two sides at the switch have shown

significant differences, especially results close to the

POE. This may not be typical but is an important

consideration if a single sensor solution is sought.

There is a potential for twist faults to develop at the

switch that a single sensor cannot identify.

• Rail accelerations at the most crucial location at the

crossing compared with the results around 1 m away

show that the results from these two locations are not

similar except for the lowest speed trains. Unfortu-

nately, placing an accelerometer right next to the

crossing load transfer region requires the widest

acceleration range and best mounting technique for

long-term monitoring to be possible.

• Sensors on the bearers and bending strain on the

crossing do not capture large dynamic loads at higher

frequencies. Therefore, they cannot be used for mon-

itoring S&C faults associated with high dynamic loads.

In terms of potential data characteristics for S&C con-

dition monitoring:

Correlation matrix

Fig. 28 Correlations between bending stress, contact forces and bearer displacement
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• Geophones on the bearer are already known to have

potential for monitoring track support conditions with

peak-to-peak displacement used as a condition moni-

toring quantity. Correlation between bearer displace-

ment and bending strain on the rail is high. Therefore,

there is also potential using bending strain for moni-

toring track support condition. Furthermore, bending

strain has shown capability for capturing P2 force,

which is crucial index for ballast degradation.

• Rail or crossing accelerations are so variable that their

use for monitoring the condition of S&C seems

unlikely to be effective. The accelerations are influ-

enced significantly by train speed, train type, train

direction, and train wheelset condition and also pick up

accelerations from wheelsets passing over nearby joints

or a wheelset hitting the crossing nose or other similar

events. It may be possible to use the wheelset position

if available so that accelerations directly relating to the

crossing or other specific location of interest can be

separated out. While a 1 kHz low-pass filter can

remove some acceleration coming from elsewhere,

the results are no longer able to capture the crucial

dynamic information at the crossing. There is also a

requirement that the accelerance from all point on the

track to the accelerometer location remains essentially

constant. Over the switch lifetime this is unlikely to be

the case.

• Very low correlation has been found between rail

accelerations and impact forces that are more relevant

to crossing degradation related to the formation of

cracks. Furthermore, rail acceleration is not suggested

for monitoring support stiffness due to poor perfor-

mance at lower frequencies unless the system is

designed only for high-speed trains.

• Dynamic force derived from the design strain gauge

configuration has shown the potential for monitoring

crossing condition. A monitoring index has been

proposed based on the impact force results and has

shown capability for identifying the crossing condition

directly. The method takes into account the effect of

faulty trains, train speed, and train types and has shown

consistency with the site inspection results. The

proposed method can be adopted for any turnout type

and can be used for a varying range of traffic.

Furthermore, the same warning baseline can be used

for different sites and the measured results can be

directly adopted.

• Although the strain gauge results are promising, results

from higher speed train are confusing because of

oscillations induced into the crossing by the high

forces. Further study is needed to understand the

limitations of the dynamic force estimation, for exam-

ple different sensor installation location, strain gauge

configuration, or strain gauge type [18, 31–33]. The

monitoring index based on the shakedown theory is

promising, but the friction coefficient used in the

present work varies with environmental conditions.

Consideration of measuring the actual tangential forces

can provide more realistic results and improve the

existing design system. Furthermore, the dynamic force

estimation relies on an accurate component geometry

and accurate sensor installation in terms of position on

the crossing. A further study is required to quantify the

sensitivity of sensor installation position errors and

uncertainty in the crossing geometry as cast crossings

are not necessarily exactly as their drawings particu-

larly on their undersides.

In summary, potential of single-sensor solution for

track-based condition monitoring for S&C is low. Different

sensors at different locations have different potential for

capturing different S&C faults. Accelerometers on the rail

have found more difficult for monitoring both high impact

and foundation degradation. Displacement results obtained

from geophones on bearers have found good potential for

monitoring foundation degradation. Strain gauge results

have shown good potential for monitoring crossing

degradation. Further research focussing on low-frequency

displacement results and high-frequency impact force

results and monitoring index will be carried out in the

future.
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